AT&T offers wireless phones and features for customers with disabilities and chronic health conditions.

- TTY-compatible phones
- Voice Dial Exemption Program
- Text messaging

Get free calling to 100 million AT&T home, business, and wireless customers when you subscribe to the AT&T UnitySM Plan. It’s the largest FREE calling community on the planet. Enjoy calls to and from AT&T phones without using your wireless plan minutes or incurring domestic long distance or roaming charges.

Plus, keep your unused minutes month to month with Rollover when you subscribe to the AT&T UnitySM plan. AT&T Unity rate plans start at just $59.99 per month* with Individual or FamilyTalkSM plan options.

Find out more… online at www.wireless.att.com/unity or call 1-888-757-6500. Customers with disabilities can call 1-866-599-8690 for voice or 1-866-599-8914 for TTY assistance.

AT&T offers wireless phone products not only meet specific hearing needs but they accommodate and complement everyday life without disrupting normal activity.

Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details. Subscriber must not and has no reason to believe that AT&T is using wireless network coverage as a substitute for ordinary wired service. Equipment price and availability may vary by market and may not be available from independent dealers.

The uniqueness of this telephone comes from the Shaping Technology which allows you to "shape" sound to match your hearing needs. AT&T Tennessee products not only meet specific hearing needs but they accommodate and complement everyday life without disrupting normal activity.

Shaping Technology

Are conversations sometimes difficult or awkward because only bits and pieces are understood?

The uniqueness of this telephone comes from the UltraClear Sound Shaping Technology which allows you to “shape” sound to match your hearing needs. AT&T Tennessee products not only meet specific hearing needs but they accommodate and complement everyday life without disrupting normal activity.
AT&T’s Special Needs Center assists customers with visual, hearing, speech or physical disabilities and chronic health conditions

- Determine the best products and services to fit their needs
- Establish new service or change existing service
- Report a problem
- Get billing information and service exemptions

Monday – Friday; 8:30 am to 5:30 pm (EST)
Voice: 1-800-982-2891
TTY/TTD/VCO/NCO: 1-800-251-5325
Web site: www.att.com/specialneeds
Email: specialneeds@bellsouth.com

Give them the gift they really need, but would never think to ask for — a gift from AT&T Tennessee.

It’s thoughtful, practical and unexpected. Choose from services and equipment that help make communicating quicker and easier.

If you are purchasing for yourself or a friend or family member with a disability, call our trained representatives at the AT&T Special Needs Center at 1-866-599-8690 for voice and 1-866-599-8914 for TTY.

For all other customers, call 1-888-757-6500.

Stay connected. Do more.

FastAccess® DSL service from AT&T Tennessee.

Enjoy speed and ease with communication tools designed for customers with visual, hearing, speech, and physical disabilities, and chronic health conditions.

FastAccess® DSL service
Download photos in seconds. Download CDs with speed and ease.
The best news is that you can get FastAccess DSL Lite starting at $24.95 a month with no term commitment.
FastAccess DSL Lite is up to 13 times faster than standard dial-up. Things like emailing, searching the Web and shopping online will all be a lot easier. You can even talk and surf at the same time on the same phone line.
Installation is easy! If you do need help, call us anytime — we are available by phone 24/7.

Plus, order FastAccess DSL online and you can get a FREE DSL modem after rebate (349.99 bill credit applied).
We’ve made everything about FastAccess DSL service simple — so why wait? Order online at www.att.com or call 1-888-757-6500.

Customers with disabilities can call our Special Needs Center at 1-866-599-8690 for voice and 1-866-599-8914 for TTY.

The Customer Rules®

Service requires: DSL modem/router and qualifying local service. Quoted Price for residential FastAccess DSL Lite $24.95/mo. with no term commitment. Other Charges: Taxes and additional fees extra. Modem Offer: Online orders only. Modem charge $49.99 will appear on first bill. Limitations apply. Credit will be applied to your bill by end of second month billing period after receipt of complete rebate form. Applicable taxes and fees based on the full price of all products and services, and not taxes or fees will be added to any rebate. AT&T may provide refurbished modem. Other Terms: Speed references based on maximum downstream DSL synch rates offered and may vary. FastAccess DSL Lite (Downstream speeds up to 2.4Mbps; Upstream speeds up to 512Kbps). Other customers can get a FREE DSL modem after rebate ($49.99 bill credit applied) from FastAccess DSL service.
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